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Abstract.
Denote by o>(n) and Q(n) the number of distinct prime factors of n and the total number of prime factors of n, respectively. Given any positive integer a, we prove that a 2 Í2(n)/eu(fl) = x + x J a,/(log log x)f + 0(x/(\og log x)«+1), 2StlSl i=l where öi = 2j> ^lp(p~ ') and a" tne other a¿'s are computable constants. This improves a previous result of R. L. Duncan.
Denote by co(«) and 0(«) the number of distinct prime factors of« and the total number of prime factors of «, respectively. R. L. Duncan [3] proved that 2 í¿(n)/w(«) = x + 0(x/log log x). Duncan's result was based on the elementary estimate (1) 2 'M«) = 0(x/log log x).
2i«Si
In a previous paper [1] , we gave estimates of ^n¿x l¡fon) for a large class of additive functions fon) (where 2' denotes summation over those values of« for which fori)^0), which in particular improved considerably the estimate (1). Such sums were further studied by De Koninck and Galambos [2] .
In this paper, we prove the following:
Let a be an arbitrary positive integer; then We now proceed to integrate both sides of (3) with respect to u between e(x) = (logx)_1/2 and 1 (x^3). First we have P ( 2 iX")"c'(")"1) du = 2 Q(") P ura(")_1 du
since a>(«)^l for «^2. It can be proved [4] in an elementary way that 1s¿n¿m 0(«) = 0(x log log x). Therefore,
P ( 2 ÍX«)^'»»-1) du = 2' ~ + 0(x(log log x)(log xfm)
On the other hand, as in [1] , repeated integration by parts yields
Uoglogx (log log x)2 (log log x)3
(log log xr loogiogxr+vr
Similarly we obtain log log x F(u)logu x du ,-t G'-"(l) -f'(l) / 1 \) (log log xy \(iogiogxr+1/J (log log xy \(log log xf
